We study the structure of CP violating phases in the seesaw model. We find that the 3 × 6 MNS matrix contains six independent phases, three of which are identified as a Dirac phase and two Majorana phases in the light neutrino sector while the remaining three arise from the mixing of the light neutrinos and heavy neutrinos. We show how to determine these phases from physical observables. *
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent experiment on neutrino oscillations [1] strongly suggests the nonzero masses of neutrinos. Among all the models of neutrino masses, one of the most attractive ways to generate the smallness of neutrino masses is the seesaw mechanism [2] , which introduces right-handed massive neutrinos. Since the right-handed neutrinos are so heavy, we usually integrate them out and consider the low energy effective theory with only the left-handed neutrinos. However, it is possible that the low energy effective theory might miss some of the essential features of CP violation in the seesaw model. Therefore it is important to study the general structure of the phases in the mixing matrix in the seesaw model which give the CP violation and the lepton number asymmetry.
When we integrate out the heavy mode and consider the low energy effective theory, which we call as "decoupling case" throughout this paper, all the CP violating phases on the lepton sector are contained in the unitary 3 × 3 MNS mixing matrix [3] . On the other hand, when we consider the full theory of seesaw model with the heavy right-handed neutrinos, which we call as "non-decoupling case", the MNS matrix is 3 × 6 matrix. The goal of this paper is to understand degrees of freedom of independent CP violating phases contained in the 3 × 6 MNS matrix in the non-decoupling case, understand where the difference from the conventional decoupling case arises, and show how the phase including can be determined from experimental observation.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the extended MNS matrix and count the physical degrees of freedom of the matrix which remains after imposing unitarity conditions and seesaw conditions and using the rephasing symmetry from which we find that there exist six independent phases. As an explicit example, we confirm this result in a special case where the MNS matrix can be explicitly parametrized. In section 3 we study how to determine the phase of the MNS matrix and show that one phase is sensitive in neutrino oscillations, two phases are sensitive in neutrinoless double beta decay and the other three phases are sensitive in lepton number asymmetry. We also present geometrical interpretation of the effects of the phases hidden in Yukawa coupling. Finally, we discuss and conclude the results of our work in section 4.
II. MNS MATRIX
The Lagrangian of the seesaw model is given as follows
whereφ = iτ 2 φ * . Without loss of generality we can start with real diagonal matrix for m N .
This Lagrangian gives mass term as
where the mass matrix M ν is a symmetric matrix given as follows,
where we define a matrix as [Y ν ] ij = y ij ν . Hence, this mass matrix can be diagonalized by
The charged current
, where indices i = 1,2,3 and α=1,2,..,6. Since we can always start with mass eigenstate for charged lepton, then the MNS matrix is nothing but the mixing matrix V itself,
It's clear from (5) that V M N S is 3×6 matrix.
We now count the physical degrees of freedom contained in this complex matrix V M N S . For N generations, V M N S is N×2N complex matrix. Hence, it has 2N 2 real and imaginary parts respectively. This matrix satisfies two conditions. First is the unitarity condition which is given in the form below,
1 3 is 3×3 unit matrix. The unitarity condition gives
constraints for real parts and
for imaginary parts, i.e., phases. The second is the very special condition coming from the seesaw type mass matrix. We call it seesaw condition from zeros of the matrix (3) and the diagonalization leads to
The seesaw condition gives
for phases By taking into account the unitarity and seesaw conditions, there remain N 2 − N real parts and N 2 phases.
Finally, after absorbing N unphysical phases into the charged lepton fields we have N 2 − N independent physical phase. The total independent parameters are summarized in table below. Table I V MNS Constraints Independent parameter
For N = 3, the number of independent phases is 6. The result is different from which could be obtained the one by integrating out the heavy neutrino, i.e. one phase for Dirac neutrino and three phase for Majorana neutrino. We will show how three extra phases come from.
We confirm this result explicitly by taking a specific example. Consider the case where the majorana masses in the heavy right-handed mass has a strong hierarchy in the diagonal
, in which case, the approximate diagonalization of the seesaw matrix is possible [4] [5] . The idea is that starting from the decoupling limit, the mass matrix in Eq.(3) can be diagonalized using a systematic expansion in v/m N . As a result, the V M N S is given by
where U is a unitary matrix which transforms Y ν into triangular matrix Y △ ,
(See [4] and Appendix A for the proof.) The diagonal elements of Y △ are real. The general 3×3
Yukawa coupling has nine phases. The decomposition shows that six of them are included in U while the other three are included in the off-diagonal elements of Y △ . Using the decomposition,
Three of six phases in U can be absorbed into the definition of charged leptons. Therefore we conclude that V M N S has six phases in total, three of them are in U and the other three are in Y △ . This is consistent with the results shown in table I. The N×N triangular matrix Y △ with real diagonal elements includes
phases. This is exactly the difference of the number of independent phases between non-decoupling case and decoupling case. We call these phases as heavy phase. Then, in general N(N − 1) independent phase can be separated as follows
What we call heavy phase in (11) correspond to the phases included in Y △ , i.e., the extra phases come from off-diagonal elements of (Y △ ) ij for i > j. The numbers of CP violating phases for N = 2 and N = 3 are given in the following Table II Dirac Majorana heavy
III. CP VIOLATION
Now that we know the number of independent phase of the V M N S matrix, the question is how we can determine these independent phases. To answer this question we discuss the neutrino oscillations, neutrinoless double beta decay and lepton number asymmetry as phenomena which are sensitive to the phases of the extended MNS matrix discussed in the previous sections. This
gives the extended amplitude for both neutrino oscillations and neutrinoless double beta decay.
First, we consider the neutrino oscillations. The transition amplitude ν i → ν j is extended from the decoupling case as follows
In the last expression, we dropped the contributions from the massive neutrino since they are tiny so that we obtain the same result as in the decoupling case. Hence, we obtain the asymmetry [6] The similar is also the case in neutrinoless double beta decay. The amplitude is modified from the decoupling case due to the contribution from the heavy neutrino, but after taking into account the scale of momentum-energy and the neutrino masses, the expansion in components may be reduced to the same form as in the decoupling case [7] 
It is seen that in principle all phases of low energy sector can be determined by using double beta decay experiments, but not for the remaining three phases hidden in Yukawa coupling.
Finally, we consider the lepton number asymmetry in the seesaw model, which was proposed as one of the most promising scenarios of baryogenesis [8] . The lepton number asymmetry has been studied in the flavor basis. Here we rederive the formula for lepton number asymmetry in the mass basis, which is another important result of the present paper. In this basis, the lepton number asymmetry is expressed in terms of only the physical quantities such as mass and V M N S matrix. Therefore in our result the relation of lepton number asymmetry and the CP violating phases is obvious. The relevant part of the Lagrangian which may be derived
From Eq.(15) we get the decay amplitudes M,
where the upper indices show the tree, vertex and self-energy correction respectively, whereas U e , U N are spinors of electron and right handed Majorana neutrino, and I(x) is The interference between tree level and one-loop correction of the heavy Majorana neutrino decay gives the asymmetry of the lepton number
The contribution from the interference of tree and vertex diagram is given as 
Similarly, the interference between tree and self-energy diagram gives the asymmetry a s αi as
The asymmetry in question is summation Eqs. (19) and (20), (8) into (21) we obtain
It is clear that the heavy phase appear in lepton number asymmetry at very early of the universe. Summing up to the final charged lepton and expressed in Y △ yields
Assuming the off-diagonal elements of Y △ are much smaller than the diagonal ones then the explicit form of the asymmetry (23) given as follows
From the above results we can see that the leptogenesis does not depend on the Dirac and Majorana phases, and depend only on the phase in the off-diagonal Yukawa coupling y ij .
To see more explicitly the effects of Yukawa coupling we describe it in geometrical form below. The effects can be seen from the neutral current j Z is to open the closed polygon as given in decoupling case by unitarity mixing matrix. We consider two generation case, Z 12 is given as follows
The effect of Z 12 is to open two lines which are very close together as consequence of unitarity of two generation case and shown in FIG.2 .
FIG. 2. Effect of lepton number asymmetry (2 generation case)
We consider now the three generation case. The Z ij 's are given
.
In both cases i.e. two and three generation case we have assumed that the diagonal elements 
where the explicit parameterization by the triangle method is possible. In the present case, we found that the three experimental observations give almost independent information on the CP violating phases. It would be important to see whether this is also the case in more general cases. It would also be interesting to extend our geometrical interpretation to models with sterile fermions where FCNC give non-negligible effects.
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where f i and g i are complex, whereas z i is real.To do it we have two steps, first introduce a unitary matrix T. Writing Y ν in the form Eq.(A.1) lead to the form of unitary matrix T
where z = z 
Eq.(A.3) and unitarity condition of T lead to the result for T as follows
having two angles, (φ 1 , φ 2 ) and five phases, (α 1 , · · ·, α 5 ).
The second step is introducing another unitary matrix S. In this step the present procedure is simpler than the same step in [4] . We do the similar procedure with one in the first step i.e.
to make zero the element (S † T † Y ν ) 12 , whereas in the later using Gram-Schmidt diagonalization and then become little complicated. For our requirement we rewrite T † Y into the form
where a i is complex, and b i is real. 
where ε is a free parameter and can be chosen such that [S † (T † y)] 11 becomes real, and hence, all diagonal elements of (S † T † Y ) are real . From Eqs. (9), (A.4) and (A.7) we obtain U matrix
where c i , s j are cos φ i , sin φ j and we have reduced four parameters in T and U and expressed as two independent parameters α 4 + σ 1 →β and α 5 + σ 2 →γ.
To see the content of independent parameter in Y ν , U and Y △ we consider Eq.(9)
From the above expression we can see that the number of independent parameter of Y is the same with UY △ i.e. 18 parameters. For the phase of the right term, nine parameter is in U and the other nine in Y △ . We have seen that the diagonal elements of Y △ are real, then this Y △ has three independent phases live in off-diagonal elements.
For the physical consideration, the phase α i of U in Eq.(A.8) may be absorbed by physical fields and U becomes U ′ ,
After we rearrange the phases and omit irrelevant part we obtain we identify as Dirac phase, whereas ζ 1 →ε and ζ 2 → β+γ 2 + ε as Majorana phases.
APPENDIX B: FCNC
Consider the neutral current
where Z αβ as in [9] is given For 1≤α =β≤3, we obtain
In non-decoupling case Z ij is not zero then it give effect -for three generation case-on the 
